New Forest Animal Casualty reduction inventory and signing proposals

SITE 1 – SHIRLEY HOLMS, CATTLE GRID

East of cattle grid.

(a) Take down 'wild ponies' warning sign and post.

West of cattle grid.

(b) Take down 'cattle grid' warning sign and post

(c) Store height restriction sign for re-use but remove post.

Replace post with new longer black post in revised location approx 2-3m ahead of existing location, away from vegetation.

Re-use stored sign uppermost, with new 'wild ponies' sign below and 'cattle grid' warning on reverse. Mounting height 1.5m, signing as per ASSEMBLY B.
SITE 2 - PITMORE LANE, CATTLE GRID

South of cattle grid.

(a) Remove sign assembly.

North of cattle grid

(b) Remove sign assembly.

(b) Take down 'road narrows' warning sign for re-use, but dispose of 'cattle grid' warning sign and post.

Replace post with longer black post and re-install 'road narrows' sign uppermost, with new 'cattle grid' and 'wild ponies signing below, as per ASSEMBLY B. Mounting height to be 1.5m.
SITE 2 (CONTINUED) – PITMORE LANE, CATTLE GRID

North of cattle grid outside ‘Havana’

SITE 3 – COOMBES LANE, CATTLE GRID

North of cattle grid.

(c) Remove sign assembly.

(a) Remove sign assembly.

Provide new signing as per ASSEMBLY B(1) with 600mm signs on new black post with 1.5 mounting height to end of fence run.
SITE 4 - BACK LANE, CATTLE GRID

North of cattle grid.

(a) Take down existing assembly, store 'cattle grid' warning sign for re-use.

Provide new 'wild ponies' warning signing (600mm in size as per ASSEMBLY B(1)) and re-use 'cattle grid warning sign on new black post with 1.5 mounting height in same location.

SITE 5 - DURNSTOWN, CATTLE GRID

North of cattle grid.

(a) Remove existing assembly (wild ponies and mobile camera).

(b) Remove existing assembly (cattle grid).

Provide new signing as per ASSEMBLY E with slogan only with the ‘wild ponies’ warning sign in new location closer to cattle grid, on new black post with 2.1m mounting height.
SITE 6 - CROSS ROADS

S3 - Southern approach.

(a) Take down direction sign and posts. Replace with new smaller (62.5mm x height) sign on black posts with 1.5m mounting height, with 'wild ponies' warning sign and slogan on reverse side as per ASSEMBLY F.

S4 - Western approach.

(b) Take down direction sign and posts. Replace with new smaller (62.5mm x height) sign on black posts with 1.5m mounting height, with 'wild ponies' warning sign only on reverse side (no animal casualty slogan) as per ASSEMBLY F(1)
SITE 6 (CONTINUED) – CROSS ROADS JUNCTION

Junction B3055 with route to Burley

(c) Take down direction signs and posts. Replace with new updated double sided direction flag without mileages (mounted back to back) on new black posts with 1.5m mounting height.

(f) Take down height restriction sign assembly.

(g) Take down and remove existing advanced give way signing assembly with distance plate. This assembly is located back by the railway bridge in advance of the junction approach.

Junction B3055 with route across Setley Plain.
SITE 6 (CONTINUED) – CROSS ROADS JUNCTION

S2 - Eastern approach to cross roads

(d) Take down direction sign and posts. Replace with new smaller (62.5mm x height) sign on black posts with 1.5m mounting height, with ‘wild ponies’ warning sign and slogan to ASSEMBLY F on reverse side. Design sign with height restriction roundels for right.

S1 - Northern approach to cross roads.

(e) Take down direction sign, mobile camera sign and posts. Replace with new smaller (62.5mm x height) sign on black posts with 1.5m mounting height, with ‘wild ponies’ warning sign and slogan to ASSEMBLY F on reverse side.
SITE 7 – SETLEY PLAIN, CATTLE GRID

West of cattle grid, junction Jealous Lane.

(a) Remove wild ponies sign

(b) Remove height restriction sign assembly. Replace with new signing as per ASSEMBLY E on new black post in same location, with 1.5m mounting height.

(c) Remove cattle grid sign

SITE 8 – BRIGHTON ROAD, SWAY, CATTLE GRID

North of cattle grid.

(a) Remove cattle grid sign
SITE 8 (CONTINUED) – BRIGHTON ROAD, SWAY, CATTLE GRID

North of cattle grid.

(b) New signing as per ASSEMBLY B on new black post in same location, with 1.5m mounting height.

SITE 9 – SKEW OVER RAIL BRIDGE

South side of rail bridge.

(a) Take down sign and store for re-use, remove post. Replace with new longer black post, and wild ponies warning signing (750mm) as per ASSEMBLY D by re-using existing sign. Mounting height to be 1.5m.
SITE 9 (CONTINUED) – SKEW OVER RAIL BRIDGE

North side of rail bridge.

(b) Take down sign and store for re-use, remove post. Replace with new longer black post, and wild ponies warning signing (750mm) as per ASSEMBLY D by re-using existing sign. Mounting height to be 1.5m.

SITE 10 – APPROACH TO LATCHMOOR

Investigate removal of ‘road liable to flooding’ sign (TO BE CONSULTED ON)
SITE 10 (CONTINUED) – APPROACH TO LATCHMOOR

30/40mph terminal point, replace missing sign.

(a) Provide new speed limit terminal signing to match existing opposite and install on existing black post.

(b) Take down speed limit signing and store for re-use, remove post. Replace with new black post, and re-install speed limit signing. Mounting height to be 1.5m.

SITE 11 – SWAY ROAD, BROCKENHURST (LATCHMOOR JUNCTION)

(a) Take down existing sign assembly. Replace with new sign assembly incorporating new signing as per ASSEMBLY C uppermost with new blue 7 tonne advisory sign below. New longer black posts required to accommodate 1.5m mounting height.
SITE 12 – SWAY ROAD, BROCKENHURST (north of rail bridge)

(a) Take down sign and store for re-use, remove post.

(b) Provide new sign assembly on new longer black post. Re-install stored ‘series of bends’ sign uppermost with signing to ASSEMBLY C below. Mounting height to be 1.5m.

SITE 13 – SWAY ROAD, BROCKENHURST (junction Collyers Road)

(a) Take down sign and store for re-use, remove post.

(b) Provide new sign assembly in same location on new longer black post. Re-install stored ‘junction ahead’ sign uppermost with signing to ASSEMBLY C below. Mounting height to be 2.1m due to proximity of footway. Vegetation clearance may be required.
SITE 14 - LATCHMOOR ROAD JCN A337, SETLEY, CATTLE GRID

North of cattle grid.

(a) Remove sign assembly.

(b) Remove sign

(c) Provide new sign assembly to ASSEMBLY C in same location on new black post. Mounting height to be 1.5m.

SITE 15 - TILEBARN LANE, CATTLE GRID

South of cattle grid.

(a) Remove sign assembly.

(b) Provide new sign assembly to ASSEMBLY B(1) using 600mm warning signs, in same location on new black post. Mounting height to be 1.5m.
SITE 16 – BROOKLEY ROAD, BROCKENHURST VILLAGE CENTRE

South-east of cattle grid

(a) Clean sign.
(b) Remove sign assembly.

South-west of cattle grid.

(c) Provide new sign assembly to ASSEMBLY B in verge on black post. Mounting height to be 2.1m.
SITE 17 – WATERS GREEN, BROCKENHURST, CATTLE GRID

(a) Provide new sign assembly to ASSEMBLY B(1) using 600mm warning signs, on new black post. Mounting height to be 1.5m. Location could be revised to opposite side but is dependant upon vegetation clearance and maintenance associated with new footway.

SITE 18 – GRIGGS LANE, BROCKENHURST, CATTLE GRID

South of cattle grid.

(a) Remove sign assembly (ridden horses).

(b) Remove sign assembly.

(c) Provide new sign assembly to ASSEMBLY E on new black post. Mounting height to be 1.5m. Replace parking plate and mount below warning sign and slogan.
SITE 19 – MEERUT ROAD, BROCKENHURST, CATTLE GRID

(a) Remove sign assembly.

(b) Provide new signing arrangement to ASSEMBLY B(1) using 600mm warning signs, on new black post. Mounting height to be 1.5m.

(c) Remove sign assembly.